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The breathing behaviour of 17O-enriched (Al,Ga)-MIL-53, a terephthalate-based metal–organic framework,
has been investigated using a combination of solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy,
powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) and first-principles calculations. These reveal that the behaviour observed
for as-made, calcined, hydrated and subsequently dehydrated mixed-metal MIL-53 materials differs with
composition, but cannot be described as the compositionally weighted average of the breathing behaviour
seen for the two end members. Although the form of MIL-53 adopted by the as-made material is
independent of metal composition, upon calcination, materials with higher levels of Al adopt an open pore
(OP) form, as found for the Al end member, but substitution of Ga results in mixed pore materials, with OP
and narrow pore (NP) forms co-existing. Although the Ga end member is prone to decomposition under
the calcination conditions used, a low level of Al in the starting synthesis (5%) leads to an OP mixed-metal
MOF that is stable to calcination. Upon hydration, all materials almost exclusively adopt a closed pore (CP)
structure, with strong hydrogen bonding interactions with water leading to two distinct resonances from the
carboxylate oxygens in 17O NMR spectra. When dehydrated, different framework structures are found for the
two end members, OP for Al-MIL-53 and NP for Ga-MIL-53, with the proportion of NP MOF seen to
increase systematically with the Ga content in mixed-metal materials, in contrast to the forms seen upon
initial calcination. 17O NMR spectra of mixed-metal MIL-53 materials show an increased preference for
clustering of like cations as the Ga content increases. This is not a result of the small-scale dry gel
conversion reactions used for enrichment, as a similar cation distribution and clustering is also observed for
(Al0.5,Ga0.5)-MIL-53 synthesised hydrothermally and enriched with
17O via post-synthetic steaming.
Introduction
Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are a class of microporous
materials comprising metal cations (nodes) connected through
organic molecules (linkers) to form three-dimensional, voided
structures.1 Since their first report by Hoskins and Robson in
1989,2 the range of MOF materials produced has expanded at a
phenomenal rate, with over 70 000 frameworks published in the
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre by 2016.3,4 Driving this
growth is the potential diversity of the framework components;
different cations may be combined with a large number of varying
polytopic organic linkers to produce functionalised MOFs with
pre-determined properties.1,5 Consequently, MOFs have many
potential applications in the fields of gas storage, biomedicine,
catalysis and energy materials.1,6–9
One sub-class of MOFs of particular interest are the tere-
phthalate frameworks, whose rod-like linkers and structural
‘pivot-points’ can facilitate breathing behaviour within the
solid.10–12 The most documented breathing terephthalate MOF
is MIL-53 (MIL = Materiaux Insitut Lavoisier). First synthesised in
2002 by the Férey group as a CrIII MOF,13,14 (and subsequently
extended to Al,15 Fe,16 In,17 Ga18 and Sc19) this material exhibits
significant structural changes (causing the pore volume to vary by
up to 40%) as a consequence of changes in external temperature,
humidity or guest loading.13,14,20 Furthermore, the exact breathing
behaviour (i.e., the size and shape of the pores formed at specified
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conditions) exhibited by a MIL-53 material is known to depend on
its constituent cations.21–24
The range of MOFs that can be produced can be further
extended by combining one or more metal nodes and/or one or
more organic linkers.22,25–30 A number of examples exist in the
literature that show improved activity in catalysis, in gas
storage and release, or an enhanced framework stability, by
combining or doping a MOF with a second cation.22,28,31–38
In this work, we explore the effect on the breathing properties
of MIL-53 materials when two different metal cations are
incorporated into the framework.22,27,28 The monometallic
Al- and Ga-MIL-53 MOFs exhibit different breathing beha-
viours, as shown in Fig. 1.15,21,22 The breathing enabled by
the ‘wine-rack’ like structure of MIL-53 hinges around the M3+
cation centres, which are joined through carboxylate linkages
to the 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate (BDC) linkers in two dimen-
sions, and through bridging m2(OH) (i.e., (M–O(H)–M) hydroxyl)
linkages in the third dimension (see ESI†).13 This suggests that
the properties exhibited by mixed-metal materials could vary
with the composition of the MOF and, importantly, with the
distribution or order/disorder of the cations.
The framework disorder present in mixed-metal MOFs (and
possible consequent structural disorder) can pose a significant
challenge for structural characterisation, with commonly
employed diffraction methods providing information only on
the average structure. However, the combination of diffraction
with solid-state NMR spectroscopy offers an ideal approach for
understanding structure, and structure–property relationships,
in MOFs, particularly those with disordered frameworks. NMR
spectroscopy provides an element-specific measurement that is
sensitive to the local, atomic-scale environment (without the need
for any long-range order), is able to probe dynamic processes that
take place over a very wide range of timescales,39–41 and has been
widely applied for the study of MOFs.42–44 Many studies have
exploited 13C, 15N or 1H (I = 1/2) NMR spectroscopy, to provide
information on the number, type and additional functionalisa-
tion of the linkers and guest molecules present.40–42 Many of the
metal centres present in MOFs have high spin quantum number
(I 4 1/2), leading to lines broadened by the quadrupolar
interaction,39–41 increasing the challenge of acquiring and inter-
preting experimental NMR spectra. One element of particular
interest in NMR spectroscopy of MOFs, and of MIL-53 in
particular, is oxygen, with connections between metal centres
and the organic linkers, and between adjacent metal centres,
both occurring via O atoms. Although 17O, the only NMR-active
isotope of O, is also quadrupolar (I = 5/2), it has one of the
smallest quadrupole moments of all nuclides, usually enabling
spectra to be acquired at moderate magnetic field strengths.45,46
However, routine study is hindered by its extremely low natural
abundance (0.037%), and isotopic enrichment is typically
employed to enable spectra to be acquired on a reasonable
timescale. The high cost of isotopically enriched reagents
(Bd3000 mL1 for 90% H2O(l)) requires cost effective, atom-
efficient approaches for enrichment, such as the dry gel conver-
sion (DGC) reactions and steaming approaches exploited in this
work.22,47
Here, multinuclear NMR spectroscopy is combined with
powder XRD (PXRD) measurements and energy dispersive
X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy to investigate cation disorder in
17O-enriched mixed-metal (Al,Ga)-MIL-53 materials, and to
explore any subsequent effect on their breathing behaviour.
Experimental results are supported by first-principles calculations,
in an NMR crystallographic approach,48–51 facilitating interpreta-
tion and assignment of the complex spectral resonances observed
for these disordered materials, and providing additional insight
into the relative energies of the different materials that can be
formed. We show that the mixed-metal MOFs have different
compositions from those expected from the starting synthesis,
and demonstrate that the cation distribution in the final product
is independent of the route used for synthesis and 17O enrichment.
The mixed-metal materials also exhibit different breathing beha-
viour from that observed for the two end members in calcined,
hydrated and dehydrated forms, with ‘mixed pore’ materials being
observed in many cases. We also show that the incorporation of
even a very small amount of Al (B5% within the starting synthesis)
into the Ga-MIL-53 framework is sufficient to overcome the
previously observed instability of this material to high-temperature
calcination. The combination of NMR spectroscopy, with its sensi-
tivity to local structural changes, with information on the long-
range positional order from diffraction provides a unique insight
into the structure and properties of these interesting materials.
Methods
Synthetic procedures
(Al1xGax)-MIL-53 materials were synthesised either using a
previously reported DGC route or a cation-corrected varia-
tion of the original hydrothermal literature procedure.13,14,22,47
Fig. 1 Breathing behaviour exhibited by Al-MIL-53 and Ga-MIL-53 when
calcined, hydrated and subsequently dehydrated. Transformations in black
are observed for both Al- and Ga-MIL-53 end members, that in red by
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For DGC reactions, Al(NO3)39H2O, Ga(NO3)3nH2O and ter-
ephthalic acid (H2BDC) were combined in a Teflon cup in the
ratios given in Table 1. The cup was placed inside a Teflon
autoclave liner containing 130 mL of H2
17O(l) (90%, Cortecnet),
before sealing and heating to 220 1C for 72 h. For standard
hydrothermal syntheses, the quantities of reagents in Table 1
were again used; however, these were combined with 5.0 mL of
distilled water directly within the Teflon liner of the autoclave,
which was sealed and heated under the same conditions. Upon
cooling, solids were washed with the minimum volume of
distilled water and left to dry in air. For 17O enrichment, the
as-made hydrothermally produced materials were then placed
in a Teflon cup inside a Teflon autoclave liner containing
130 mL of H2
17O(l) (90%, Cortecnet), before sealing and heating
to 150 1C for 72 h.22 For both enrichment methods 17O levels
were estimated to be B15% (by comparison to materials
previously studied using secondary ion mass spectrometry22).
As-made materials were calcined under vacuum at 300 1C for
72 h at pressures approaching 104 Torr and then stored in an
argon atmosphere in flame-sealed glass vials. Vials were stored
on the benchtop for a maximum of 72 hours before PXRD or
NMR characterisation. Materials were hydrated by exposure
to air for at least 24 h, and their subsequent dehydration
was performed in the same manner as calcination, but with
heating at 120 1C for 24 h. The calcination procedure used for
Ga-MIL-53 (i.e., x = 1) was adapted to prevent the occurrence of
the reported collapse of the framework under the conditions
above.18,21,22 Ga-MIL-53 samples were heated under vacuum at
260 1C for 96 h (with most samples decomposing when sub-
jected to heating at temperatures above this). As described in
later sections the conditions used for calcination can affect the
forms (i.e., OP or NP) of the material produced.
Powder X-ray diffraction
PXRD data were collected on a STOE STADIP diffractometer
(Cu Ka1), monochromated with a curved Ge(111) crystal in
transmission Debye–Scherrer mode. For capillary PXRD of
air-sensitive (i.e., calcined and dehydrated) materials, the
MOF was packed into 0.5 mm capillary tubes before dehydra-
tion/calcination using a Schlenk apparatus. The capillaries
were then removed from the dehydration rig under a flow
of argon, flame sealed and capped with hydrocarbon wax.
Structureless Le Bail full-pattern fits, with refinement of lattice
parameters, were performed between 51 and 501 2y for as-made
MIL-53 materials, using GSAS, implemented within the EXPGUI
interface. The published structure of Al-MIL-53 (Pnma) was
used as a starting model.14
Scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and EDX measurements
were performed using a conventional Jeol JSM-5600 (3.5 nm
resolution) scanning electron microscope (tungsten filament),
with integrated Oxford Inca X-ray source for EDX spectroscopy.
For SEM, a working distance of 10 mm and acceleration voltage
of 5 kV was used, with values of 20 mm and 20 kV for EDX
analysis. EDX analyses were performed on several batches of
calcined, hydrated MOFs for each composition with a mini-
mum of 21 crystallites scanned in each instance.
Solid-state NMR spectroscopy
Solid-state NMR spectra were acquired using Bruker Avance III
spectrometers equipped with 14.1 or 20.0 T wide-bore magnets.
Samples were packed into 3.2 mm ZrO2 rotors and magic angle
spinning (MAS) spectra were acquired at spinning speeds of
12.5 kHz (1H and 13C) and 20 kHz (17O) using a conventional
3.2 mm HX probe. Spectra were acquired at Larmor frequencies
(at 14.1 T) of 600.13 MHz and 150.87 MHz, for 1H and 13C,
respectively, and for 17O at 81.34 MHz (14.1 T) and 115.3 MHz
(20.0 T). Radiofrequency (rf) field strengths were calibrated to
be 100 kHz (1H) and 55–77 kHz (17O). Spectra are referenced to
Si(CH3)4 for
1H and 13C (using a secondary reference of
L-alanine (d(NH3) = 8.5 ppm and d(CH3) = 20.5 ppm)) and
H2O (
17O) at room temperature. For 13C MAS NMR experiments,
transverse magnetisation was obtained by cross-polarisation52
(CP) from 1H using a 5 ms contact pulse (ramped for 1H) and
TPPM-1553 1H decoupling (100 kHz) in acquisition. 17O and
1H MAS NMR spectra were acquired either using a rotor-
synchronised spin echo pulse sequence to avoid baseline
distortions. At 14.1 and 20.0 T, 17O multiple-quantum MAS
(MQMAS)54 experiments were carried out using a triple-
quantum z-filtered (0 - 3 - 0 - 1) pulse sequence.55 These
are shown after a shearing transformation to enable projection
of the isotropic spectrum directly onto d1, and are shown
referenced using the convention outlined in ref. 56.
Calculations
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried
out using the gauge-including projector augmented wave
(GIPAW)57 approach as implemented in the CASTEP58 code
(version 18.1), using the PBE59 exchange correlation functional
(with the semi-empirical dispersion correction scheme of
Tkatchenko and Scheffler60 applied – see also ESI†). Ultrasoft
pseudopotentials61 were generated with ZORA relativistic
effects,62 and a planewave energy cut-off of 60 Ry was applied.
Sampling of the first Brillouin zone was performed on a
Monkhorst–Pack63 grid with k-point spacing of 0.04 2p Å1.
Structural models were generated by substituting cations into
the relevant structural models (i.e., OP or NP) for Al-MIL-53,
as described in more detail in the ESI.† Optimisation of
the geometry was carried out for all models, with atomic
Table 1 Molar quantities of the reagents used for DGC syntheses of
(Al1xGax)-MIL-53
x Al(NO3)39H2O/mmol Ga(NO3)3nH2O/mmol H2BDC/mmol
0.0 1.40 0.00 1.80
0.2 1.12 0.28 1.80
0.5 0.70 0.70 1.80
0.8 0.28 1.12 1.80
0.9 0.14 1.26 1.80
0.95 0.07 1.33 1.80
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coordinates and unit cell parameters allowed to vary. The
calculation of mixing energies, Emix, is described in the ESI.†
Calculations generate the absolute shielding tensor (r) in the
crystal frame, and diagonalisation yields the three principal
components, sXX, sYY and sZZ, and the isotropic shielding,
siso = (1/3) Tr{r}. The isotropic chemical shift, diso, is given by
(siso  sref), where sref is a reference shielding, determined as
described in the ESI.† The quadrupolar coupling constant,
CQ = eQVZZ/h and asymmetry parameter, ZQ = (VXX  VYY)/VZZ
are obtained from the principal components of the electric field
gradient (EFG) tensor, V, where Q is the nuclear quadrupole
moment (for which values of 25.58, 146.6 and 107 mb were
used for 17O, 27Al and 71Ga respectively).64
Results and discussion
Mixed-metal (Al,Ga)-MIL-53 materials were prepared using
DGC as described above. PXRD measurements confirmed
MIL-53 was produced in all cases, and all materials are con-
sistent with the Pnma space group exhibited by the end mem-
bers (see ESI†). EDX analysis (of calcined, hydrated MOFs – see
later), as shown in Table 2, confirms that although both Al and
Ga are incorporated into all the crystallites analysed, the level of
Ga found in the final product is much lower than the stoichio-
metry of the starting reagents, or ‘nominal’ composition, in
agreement with a preliminary observation in previous work.22
The range of compositions for different crystallites within each
sample (as determined by EDX) is shown in the ESI,† and
confirms a small variation is present, with a typical standard
deviation of 10–12%. Calcination of the as-made materials
removes the excess terephthalic acid (and any water) occluding
the pores. For Al-MIL-53, this produces the expected OP form of
the MOF (see Fig. 1), with the PXRD pattern and position of the
carboxyl resonance at d = 171 ppm in the 13C CP MAS NMR
spectrum characteristic of this form (Fig. 2).22 However, for the
Ga end member, the calcination conditions used (300 1C for
72 h) resulted in partial decomposition of the MOF, as seen in
previous work.22 To investigate this further, Ga-MIL-53 was
calcined under a range of different conditions, as shown in
the ESI.† Although it appears possible to prevent the collapse of
the MOF using lower calcination temperatures (e.g., 260 1C),
this produces either the NP form (evidenced by the 13C carboxyl
resonance at d = 175 ppm) or, more usually, a mixture of OP and
NP forms. The relative proportion of the two forms obtained
varies when the calcination is repeated, and with the time
between calcination and spectral acquisition (see ESI†). The
PXRD pattern of Ga-MIL-53 shown in Fig. 2 (calcined at 260 1C)
shows reflections similar to those found for the as-made form
at 8.91 and 10.11. However, following hydration, in which the
closed pore (CP) form is obtained, and subsequent dehydra-
tion, in which the NP form is seen, these reflections disappear
(see ESI†). It was not possible to find calcination conditions
that enabled only the OP form of Ga-MIL-53 to be produced
without significant decomposition. However, it is interesting
to note that the incorporation of only small amounts of Al into
Table 2 Nominal (i.e., from the starting reagents) and EDX-determined
cation compositions of (Al1xGax)-MIL-53 materials prepared by DGC
syntheses. Standard deviations are shown in the ESI
x Nominal Al : Ga EDX Al : Ga Difference (%)
0.0 100 : 0 100 : 0 0
0.2 80 : 20 84 : 16 4
0.5 50 : 50 74 : 26 24
0.8 20 : 80 42 : 58 22
0.9 10 : 90 35 : 65 25
0.95 5 : 95 15 : 85 10
1.0 0 : 100 0 : 100 0
Fig. 2 (a) Partial PXRD patterns and (b) 13C (14.1 T, 12.5 kHz) CP MAS NMR
spectra of calcined (Al1xGax)-MIL-53 for nominal compositions of x = 0,
0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95 and 1. *Note that Ga-MIL-53 was calcined at a lower
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Ga-MIL-53 (e.g., a nominal composition of x = 0.95) prevents
decomposition even at the higher calcination temperature of
300 1C (as shown in Fig. 2).
As shown in Fig. 2, for (Al0.8Ga0.2)-MIL-53 (i.e., x = 0.2),
calcination at 300 1C for 72 h produces almost exclusively the
OP form of MIL-53, but an increasing amount of NP form is
observed as x increases to 0.90. A further increase in Ga content
to x = 0.95 results in a lower proportion of the NP form, with
almost exclusively OP present. (It should also be noted that
although Ga-MIL-53 begins to decompose when calcined under
these conditions, the parts of the MOF that remain intact adopt
the OP form). It is challenging to quantify the absolute propor-
tion of the two forms of MIL-53 present in each case, owing to
the non-quantitative nature of 13C CP MAS spectra. However,
the relative intensities of the resonances attributed to the
carboxylate peaks in the NP and OP forms (at d = 175 ppm
and d = 171 ppm, respectively) do not vary with the contact time
in the CP MAS experiment, and so can be used to investigate
the relative changes in the proportions of each form with
composition, as shown in the ESI.† (Note that although
changes are also observed in the aromatic region, the overlap
of signals from different aromatic carbons (see also later DFT
calculations) mean these signals cannot easily be used to follow
changes in the proportions of each pore form.) 1H MAS NMR
spectra (ESI†) confirm that the samples have not been exposed
to H2O (which would be expected to result in a closing of the
pores owing to hydrogen bonding to water – see below).
17O MAS NMR spectra of calcined (Al,Ga)-MIL-53, shown in
Fig. 3a, exhibit two distinct areas of signal: between 80 and
20 ppm (resulting from the bridging hydroxyl species) and
between 100 and 250 ppm (resulting from the carboxylate
oxygens). There is a clear change in both sets of signals with
composition. Resolution is improved in triple-quantum MAS
NMR spectra, as seen in Fig. 3b and c, which show the regions
corresponding to the carboxylate oxygens (acquired at 14.1 T)
and the hydroxyl oxygens (acquired at 20.0 T), respectively. For
Al-MIL-53, a single carboxylate resonance is observed (d1 =
146 ppm), in agreement with previous work, and as would be
expected given the symmetry (Imma)14 of the OP form. However,
the MQMAS spectrum Ga-MIL-53 where only the NP form is
present in Fig. 3 contains two distinct carboxylate resonances
(d1 = 146 and 155 ppm). The change in symmetry for this pore
form results in a difference between the two carboxylate 17O
species (although only one distinct carboxylate group and,
therefore, one distinct carboxylate 13C signal, is present), with one
oxygen having a much shorter distance to a bridging hydroxyl group
across the pore than the second (see ESI†).14 The mixed-metal
materials show the single carboxyl resonance associated with the
OP form of MIL-53 for x = 0.2 and 0.5, but two resonances for
x = 0.8 and 0.9. Although this confirms the NP form is present, the
apparent overlap of the carboxylate resonance from the OP with the
signal at lower d1 in the NP form makes a detailed and quantitative
analysis challenging. For x = 0.95, an intense carboxylate signal is
seen for the OP form, with signal from the very small amount of NP
form present considerably weaker, and not apparent at the contour
levels shown.
As the hydroxyl groups bridge between two adjacent metal
centres in MIL-53, it is likely that the 17O NMR parameters will
be sensitive to the nature of the two bound cations. However,
these signals cannot be resolved in MQMAS NMR spectra at
14.1 T, and higher field measurements are required. Fig. 3c
shows 17O MQMAS spectra of calcined (Al,Ga)-MIL-53, acquired
at 20.0 T. Signals from Al–OH–Al and Ga–OH–Ga species
are seen for the two end members (highlighted in red and
blue), respectively, with an additional signal (resulting from
Al–OH–Ga, highlighted in green) present in the mixed metal
materials with low x. Previous work showed that for x = 0.5 the
relative proportions of the signals from the three different
linkages could be determined from a quantitative (i.e., short
flip angle) 17O MAS NMR spectrum.22 This confirmed the
composition of the MOF as 74 : 26 (Al : Ga), but also suggested
a preference for some ordering/clustering of like cations, with
the proportion of Al–OH–Al and Ga–OH–Ga linkages higher
Fig. 3 17O (a) MAS and (b and c) MQMAS NMR spectra of calcined
(Al1xGax)-MIL-53 for nominal compositions of x = 0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 0.9,
0.95 and 1. Spectra have been acquired at (a and b) 14.1 T and (c) 20.0 T,
with an MAS rate of 20 kHz. (b and c) Show expansions of the regions
corresponding to carboxyl and hydroxyl oxygens, respectively. Signal
corresponding to Al–OH–Al, Al–OH–Ga and Ga–OH–Ga is highlighted
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than expected for a truly random cation distribution. Given the
materials have been prepared using DGC, where the solvent has
been significantly reduced to facilitate cost effective isotopic
enrichment in 17O, it could be that this might affect both the
solubility of the metal salts (and therefore the overall composi-
tion of the MOF) and diffusion, perhaps promoting clustering
rather than disorder.
To investigate the effect the synthesis route has on the
composition and cation distribution in a mixed-metal MOF,
the x = 0.5 material was remade using a standard hydrothermal
synthesis (see above) and enriched in 17O post synthetically,
using the steaming approach introduced in previous work.22
As shown in Fig. 4a, the composition of the MOF produced in
this way, determined via EDX spectroscopy, is similar to that
found in the material prepared using DGC, with Al : Ga = 75 : 25,
suggesting that the differences between real and nominal
compositions do not result from any relative differences in
solubility in DGC reactions. The 13C CP MAS NMR spectrum,
shown in Fig. 4b, shows essentially only the OP form of MIL-53
is present. The full 17O MAS NMR spectrum (after enrichment
by steaming with 130 mL of 90% H2
17O(l)) is shown the ESI,†
with an expansion of the hydroxylregion shown in Fig. 4c. The
fitting of this lineshape confirms the presence of the three
bridging hydroxyl environments, resulting from Al–OH–Al,
Al–OH–Ga and Ga–OH–Ga species. The NMR parameters and
relative intensities for these three components are in very good
agreement with those seen for the same material synthesised
using DGC,22 as shown in the ESI† and in Table 3, confirming a
slight preference for ordering/clustering of like cations. This
confirms a similar cation distribution is present in MIL-53
synthesised by both hydrothermal and DGC approaches, and
suggests the preference for clustering of like cations is not due
to limited diffusion in the latter.
Interestingly, as x increases from 0.5 in the mixed-metal
materials, there is a decreasing amount of the signal attributed
to Al–OH–Ga (relative to Ga–OH–Ga and Al–OH–Al), suggesting
an increased preference for clustering of like cations as the Ga
content rises. However, It should be noted that the presence of
both NP and OP forms of MIL-53 in many of the samples
hinders detailed analysis of the cation distribution (with the
variation in composition of the individual crystallites possibly
affecting the form of the MOF adopted and the spectral line-
shapes observed – see later discussion). However for x = 0.95,
where the vast majority of crystallites adopt the OP form, only
significant signals from Al–OH–Al and Ga–OH–Ga appear to be
present (despite predicted intensities of 2.25%, 25.5% and
72.5% for Al–OH–Al, Al–OH–Ga and Ga–OH–Ga if a random
distribution of cations were present, and assuming an actual
composition of 15 : 85 (see EDX in ESI†)). When combined with
the observation from EDX that all crystallites studied contain a
mix of Al and Ga (rather than phase separation), this suggests
that increased Ga content in MIL-53 promotes the local order-
ing/clustering of like cations.
Upon hydration, most MIL-53 materials adopt a closed pore
form, as shown in Fig. 1, as a result of hydrogen bonding
interactions with the occluded water molecules.13,14,18,22,23,28
Ref. 65 discusses the differences in water adsorption between
Al-MIL-53 and Ga-MIL-53 (where an additional hydrated inter-
mediate phase is seen for the latter upon initial hydration).
However, PXRD and 13C CP MAS NMR spectra confirm that
under the conditions used here Ga-MIL-53 is fully hydrated and
adopts the same CP form as the Al end member. The mixed-
metal materials studied here also all adopt a CP framework on
Fig. 4 (a) Plot showing the compositions determined by EDX for a range
of crystallites of calcined (Al0.5Ga0.5)-MIL-53 prepared hydrothermally and
subsequently steamed with 17O-enriched water (90%). (b) Corresponding
13C (14.1 T, 12.5 kHz) CP MAS NMR spectrum. (c) Corresponding 17O
(20.0 T, 20 kHz) MAS NMR spectrum (hydroxyl region only) and fit,
showing the decomposition into signals resulting from Al–OH–Al,
Al–OH–Ga and Ga–OH–Ga species.
Table 3 NMR parameters and relative intensities extracted from fitting the
17O MAS NMR spectra of calcined (Al0.5,Ga0.5)-MIL-53 prepared by hydro-
thermal and DGC syntheses
Hydroxyl species Relative intensity (%) diso (ppm) CQ/MHz ZQ
DGC synthesis (ref. 22)
Al–OH–Al 60(2) 20(3) 5.4(2) 0.7(1)
Al–OH–Ga 23(2) 24(3) 4.5(2) 1.0(2)
Ga–OH–Ga 17(2) 32(3) 3.9(2) 1.0(2)
Hydrothermal synthesis (Fig. 4c)
Al–OH–Al 58(1) 23(3) 5.4(2) 0.7(1)
Al–OH–Ga 26(1) 25(3) 4.5(2) 1.0(1)
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hydration, although very small amounts of an OP form remain
for some samples, as shown in the 13C CP MAS NMR spectra
(see ESI† and Fig. 5 for x = 0.9), perhaps suggesting a very small
fraction of the material is not fully hydrated. It should be noted
for these materials that PXRD patterns do not contain any
reflections relating to the OP form. The 17O MAS NMR spectra
show small changes with composition, particularly in the
hydroxyl region. 17O MQMAS spectra of the carboxylate region
(ESI† and Fig. 5 for x = 0.9) differ very little with composition,
with two distinct carboxyl resonances seen for all materials.
Previous work suggested that these resulted from carboxylate
O species with (d1 = 142 ppm) and without (d1 = 158 ppm)
significant hydrogen bonding interactions with water – also see
later.22
Fig. 6a shows 13C CP MAS NMR spectra of (Al,Ga)-MIL-53
materials that have been calcined, hydrated and subsequently
dehydrated (at 120 1C). For Al-MIL-53, the MOF adopts pre-
dominantly the OP form (as shown by 13C NMR spectra and
PXRD patterns), as observed for the calcined material. However,
for Ga-MIL-53, the NP form is seen almost exclusively. This is in
good agreement with previous work, which showed two forms
of dehydrated Ga-MIL-53, a NP form said to be stable at lower
temperatures, and the OP form produced when dehydration
was carried out at higher temperatures (i.e., closer to those used
Fig. 5 (a) 13C (14.1 T, 12.5 kHz) CP MAS, (b) 17O (14.1 T, 12.5 kHz) MAS and
(c) 17O (14.1 T, 12.5 kHz) MQMAS NMR spectra of hydrated (Al0.1Ga0.9)-
MIL-53. In (c), only the region of the spectrum containing the carboxyl
species is shown.
Fig. 6 (a) 13C (14.1 T, 12.5 kHz) CP MAS and (b) 17O (14.1 T, 12.5 kHz)
MQMAS NMR spectra of calcined, hydrated and subsequently dehydrated
(Al1xGax)-MIL-53 for nominal compositions of x = 0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 0.9,
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for the calcination).65,66 The mixed-metal materials have both
OP and NP forms present, with the relative amount of the latter
increasing fairly systematically with Ga content (see ESI†).
1H MAS NMR spectra (ESI†) show that the presence of two
different pore sizes does not result from inefficient dehydra-
tion, with no signals from H2O observed for these samples.
17O MQMAS spectra in Fig. 6b (expanded to show the carboxyl
region) also confirm this observation, showing small but signi-
ficant shifts of the two carboxylate resonances from the two
shifts seen for the hydrated CP form (shown by the dashed
red lines). Although mixed pore materials are found for both
calcined and (calcined, rehydrated and subsequently) dehydrated
mixed-metal MOFs, the relative proportions of the two forms seen,
and the variation with composition, are different. For calcination,
the higher temperature used results in the presence of NP MOF only
for the more substituted (and presumably most disordered) mixed-
metal materials, with lower levels of substitution favouring OP
MOFs. However, upon dehydration of the mixed-metal calcined,
hydrated materials (where the temperature used is lower) increasing
amounts of NP form are seen with increasing Ga content. This is in
good agreement with the observation of a NP form for dehydrated
Ga-MIL-53 in previous work.65,66 Furthermore, as noted above, the
calcination of Ga-MIL-53 at 300 1C produces only the OP form
(as with the Al end member), but results in some framework
degradation. Lowering the temperature prevents this decomposition
but produces an increasing amount of NP MOF.
In order to probe the relative energies of the different forms
of MIL-53 as the composition varies, and to investigate if there
is any energetic preference for cation ordering, first-principles
DFT calculations were carried out for a set of model structures
(in both OP and NP forms), as described in the ESI.† Fig. 7a
plots the difference in energy between the OP and NP forms of
MIL-53 as a function of composition. This predicts that the NP
form is favoured across the compositional range, although the
relative energy difference between the two forms is lower with
increasing Al content.
However, it should be noted that this energy difference is very
different if dispersion is not accounted for in the calculations.
Previous work has demonstrated the importance of including
a dispersion correction when determining the geometry (and
energy) of flexible and microporous materials.44,67 As shown in
the ESI† (Fig. S2.2), if a dispersion correction is not applied at all
in the calculations, the OP form is predicted to be more stable for
all compositions. This change reflects the greater importance of
dispersion interactions in the NP form, where the linkers are in
much closer proximity across the narrower pore width. As shown
in the ESI† (Fig. S2.3), there is a significant difference in the
absolute energy of the NP form of MIL-53 (a decrease of B11 eV)
upon the inclusion of dispersion interactions (although this
energy does not vary appreciably with composition). In contrast,
there is a much smaller decrease in energy of the OP form (of
B2 eV) when dispersion interactions are included. This change,
however, does vary significantly with composition, with an
increase in Ga content leading to less stabilisation from disper-
sion. This reflects the greater increase in volume observed for the
OP form with increased Ga content. In contrast, almost no change
in volume is observed for the NP form with a variation in
composition (see ESI,† Fig. S2.4). Although the neglect of disper-
sion interactions does not provide a good description of the real
system, the differences seen between Fig. 7a and Fig. S2.2 (ESI†)
reflect the importance of including accurate dispersion correc-
tions, and the possible changes (both in the absolute values and
in the resulting conclusions) that would be observed for any under
or overestimation of these in any chosen methodology. Although
the DFT calculations predict that the NP form of MIL-53 is more
stable across all Al/Ga mixed-metal compositions (at least at 0 K,
as no effects of temperature are included in the calculations
reported here), the relative increase in stability of the OP
form at higher Al content goes some way to explaining the
experimental observation of the OP form of Al-MIL-53 upon
calcination and dehydration, and the higher levels of the OP
form seen for mixed-metal materials with higher Al content.
The differences in the relative levels of OP and NP forms seen
for calcined and for calcined, hydrated and subsequently
dehydrated mixed-metal materials suggests that kinetics, rather
than simply thermodynamics, plays a role in the forms that are
present experimentally. The higher temperatures used for
calcination, and the excess BDC in the pore of the as-made
materials, which leads to an initial framework with larger
pores, result in more of the OP form of MIL-53. In contrast,
the lower temperatures used for dehydration (and the strong
hydrogen bonding that results in the CP form of MIL-53 for the
Fig. 7 Calculated (a) energy difference between the OP and NP forms and
(b) mixing energy for the NP form of mixed-metal (Al1xGax)-MIL-53,
plotted as a function of composition, and separated by the type of
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hydrated MOF) appear insufficient to open the framework when
the Ga content is higher (and the OP form is relative higher in
energy).
The DFT calculations can also be used to confirm the
assignment and interpretation of the signals seen in the
experimental NMR spectra. Fig. 8 shows calculated 13C diso
for OP and NP forms of mixed-metal MIL-53 materials as a
function of composition. There is a clear difference for the
carboxyl resonance between the two different forms, with a
lower d in the OP form, and, interestingly, the range of d
predicted for the NP form is significantly greater, both in good
agreement with the experimental results. The resonance asso-
ciated with the ipso C on the aromatic ring is found at higher d
than those for the C–H. There is very little change in d with
composition for all species. Fig. 9 shows similar plots for 17O
diso. Signals from the different types of hydroxyl groups (i.e.,
Al–O–Al, Ga–O–Ga and Al–O–Ga) have different diso, but there is
more overlap in values of diso for the different types of carboxyl
O. Small downfield shifts are seen for each type of OH on going
from NP to OP, but these changes are less significant than
those seen for the variation in composition. Two relatively
distinct groups of shifts are seen for the NP carboxyls –
resulting from a rotation of the linker moving one carboxyl
17O species, at the higher diso of B255 ppm, away from the pore
and the other towards the pore at lower diso of B230 ppm.
While the latter is moved closer to the hydroxyl species across
the pore by this rotation, the resulting O  H distance of B3.5 Å
(depending on composition), and its similar 17O chemical shift
to those of OP carboxyls, suggests the absence of a hydrogen-
bonding interaction across the pore. Although this is in good
qualitative agreement with experiment, with only one reso-
nance seen in the carboxyl region of the MQMAS spectrum
for OP MOFs and two distinct resonances for NP materials, the
position of a signal in an MQMAS spectrum depends also on
the magnitude of the quadrupolar interaction. As shown in
Fig. 10, all OH species have similar CQ values in the NP form,
while for the OP form, OH groups bound to at least one Al have
slightly lower CQ than those bound to two Ga cations. Small
differences in CQ are seen for different types of carboxyl groups,
but the separation in the MQMAS experiment arises largely
from the differences in diso. This is confirmed in the ESI†
(Fig. S2.6), where the positions of the centre-of-gravity of
resonances in a (sheared) MQMAS spectrum (i.e., values of d1
and d2) are plotted for B0 = 14.1 T and 20.0 T. This predicts that
the resonances from hydroxyls bridging different metal cations
can be resolved at high field for both OP and NP forms, as seen
in experiment, while for the carboxyl there is little separation of
O bound to different cations at either field (and particularly
so for the NP form), but more significant changes are seen
between the two pore forms of MIL-53. (For completeness,
information on the calculated 1H and 27Al NMR parameters
Fig. 8 Calculated 13C diso for (a) NP and (b) OP forms of mixed-metal
(Al1xGax)-MIL-53.
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for mixed-metal MIL-53 are shown in the ESI.†) It is clear from
Fig. 7b that different spatial arrangements of Al and Ga in NP
mixed-metal MIL-53 have different relative energies. In general,
this figure shows that lower energy arrangements have less
cation ordering, although layers of similar cations are generally
preferred to chains of like cations (see ESI† for details of the
models used). For all compositions, there are arrangements
that are favourable (i.e., have a negative mixing energy, Emix)
relative to phase separation, although it should be noted that
(i) no entropic contribution is accounted for here and (ii) the
cation arrangement obtained in the synthetic samples should
reflect the relative energies of the as-made, rather than the
calcined (or dehydrated) forms, of MIL-53. Although it is not
easy to calculate these (because of the static and dynamic
disorder of the occluded BDC and water molecules), it should
be noted that the plot of the mixing energy for OP mixed-metal
MIL-53 shown in the ESI† is similar, with more random
arrangements lower in energy, and layers preferred over chains
of similar cations. This perhaps suggests this is a more general
result for different forms of MIL-53 and might well be applic-
able to as-made materials. However, it should be noted that
only a single unit cell was considered in the calculations
performed in this work (because of restrictions on computa-
tional cost and time), limiting the possible cation arrangements
that were studied. In particular, the unit cell contains only two
cation sites in the chains found along the x axis, meaning that
substitution of the two cations here leads to the formation of
infinite chains of like cations in the structural models. Fig. 7b
shows that such chains are relatively less favoured than more
random cation distributions, or layers of like cations. This
perhaps appears in poor agreement with the experimental 17O
MQMAS spectra, which suggest that mixed metal (i.e., Al–O–Ga)
linkages are less prevalent (at least at higher Ga content) relative
to OH groups bridging between like cations. However, the neces-
sity for infinite chains (in the x direction) of Al–O–Al and Ga–O–Ga
linkages upon substitution into a single unit cell, and that in such
a model layers and chains are mutually exclusive rather than
potentially coexisting as in experimental samples, means that it is
difficult to make unambiguous conclusions about the preference
(or otherwise) for clustering or ordering of like cations – but does
suggest that regions containing long chains of like cations are not
likely to be favourable, and that clustering must be fairly local.
As the cation distribution observed experimentally should reflect
the relative energies of the as-made materials, a potentially inter-
esting consideration for the pore form of the MOF observed upon
calcination is the relative difference in the energies of the OP and NP
forms for a particular cation arrangement. However, Fig. 7a shows
that there is relatively little correlation between energy difference
between OP and NP forms, and whether substituted cations are
found in layers, chains or are more randomly distributed.
The EDX analysis shown in the ESI† (and discussed above)
reveals that while the level of Al/Ga in each crystallite is
relatively similar, some variation (typically 7–12%) is observed
between crystallites. Given the variation in the relative energy of
the OP and NP forms with composition predicted using DFT,
it is possible that the presence of mixed pore forms of MIL-53
for mixed-metal compositions reflects the different levels of
substitution in each crystallite (i.e., crystallites with lower levels of
Al adopt one form and those with higher level a different form).
However, the relative proportions of OP and NP forms seen for
calcined MOFs do not correlate linearly with the distribution of
compositions of the crystallites seen from EDX. This is perhaps not
too surprising given the implication that both kinetics and ther-
modynamics play a role in the forms seen (i.e., the proportions are
different depending on the conditions used to produce the empty
framework), the observation from the computational work that
different distributions of cations affects the relative energies of the
OP and CP forms and previous work which has shown that the
form seen can also be affected by crystallite size.18,68 However,
the fairly systematic change from OP to NP forms seen in Fig. 6 for
calcined, hydrated and subsequently dehydrated (Al,Ga)-MIL-53
suggests a general trend that crystallites with higher average levels
of Al are more likely to adopt the OP form, while those with lower
levels are more likely to adopt the NP form for lower temperature
dehydration.
Conclusions
The use of the atom-efficient DGC reactions have enabled
the cost-effective synthesis of 17O-enriched mixed-metal
(Al,Ga)-MIL-53 materials, whose chemical structure and breathing
Fig. 10 Calculated 17O NMR parameters (diso and CQ) for (a) NP and (b) OP
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behaviour were investigated using an NMR crystallographic
approach. Although EDX analysis confirms all of the crystallites
studied contain a mix of metal cations, the average level of Ga
in the final product (determined from both EDX and 17O NMR
spectroscopy) is significantly lower than expected from the
stoichiometry of the starting reagents. Upon calcination, we
show that materials with higher levels of Al adopt an OP form of
the MOF, as is found for the Al end member, but substitution of
Ga results in mixed pore materials, with OP and NP forms co-
existing. For further increases in Ga substitution, the OP form
is once again favoured. It was only possible to obtain calcined
Ga-MIL-53 without any decomposition by reducing the calcina-
tion temperature, resulting in the formation of a NP form of the
MOF. 13C CP MAS NMR spectra were shown to be very sensitive
to the pore structure(s) that a framework adopts, with first-
principles calculations predicting a significant shift to higher
d and a broadening of the resonances resulting from the
carboxylate carbon as the pores close, in good agreement with
experiment. Signals resulting from carboxyl and hydroxyl
O species were easily resolved in 17O MAS NMR spectra
(confirming efficient isotopic enrichment of both types of O
during the DGC reaction); however, the second-order quadru-
polar broadening limits the resolution of different types of
carboxyl or hydroxyl O species. MQMAS spectra showed clear
differences in the carboxylate region for OP and NP MOFs, with
one carboxylate resonance observed for the former, but two for
the latter. The overlap of the carboxylate signal at lowest d1 with
that from the OP form hinders a detailed quantitative analysis
when mixed pore forms are present. Although relatively little
change in the 13C or 17O spectra was seen with composition,
high-field (20.0 T) MQMAS spectra were able to resolve chemi-
cally different bridging hydroxyl species, and the relative ratios of
Al–O(H)–Al, Al–O(H)–Ga and Ga–O(H)–Ga species seen supported
the compositions determined using EDX and demonstrated an
increased preference for clustering of like cations as the Ga
content increases (i.e., a reduction in the Al–O(H)–Ga linkages
over those expected assuming a random cation distribution). It has
been confirmed that this preferential clustering is not a result of
the small-scale DGC synthesis method, as a similar cation dis-
tribution and clustering effect is observed for (Al0.5,Ga0.5)-MIL-53
synthesised hydrothermally and enriched with 17O via post-
synthetic steaming, as shown by EDX and 17O NMR spectroscopy.
For empty frameworks, the pore structure adopted by a
material depends both on the composition and on the thermal
history. For calcined MOFs, the amount of the NP form seen is
greatest for the most disordered materials (i.e., those closer to a
50 : 50 composition). Interestingly, although the Ga end mem-
ber is prone to decomposition under the calcination conditions
used (300 1C for 72 h), a low level of Al in the starting synthesis
(5%) leads to mixed-metal MOF (with B15% Ga substitution)
that is stable to calcination and adopts a predominantly OP
framework. Although the decomposition of Ga-MIL-53 can be
prevented by using lower temperatures, this leads to a NP
calcined framework, and it was not possible to find calcination
conditions that resulted in a purely OP material. Upon hydration
all materials almost exclusively adopted a CP structure, with the
strong hydrogen bonding interactions with water leading to a
significant difference between the two distinct resonances from
the carboxylate oxygens seen in this form. When dehydrated at
120 1C different framework structures are found for the two end
members, with OP and NP forms adopted by Al- and Gal-MIL-53,
respectively. For mixed metal materials, evidence for the presence
of both OP and NP framework is provided by PXRD, and 13C and
17O NMR spectra, with the proportion of NP MOF seen to increase
fairly systematically with the Ga content, in contrast to the
materials seen upon initial calcination of as-made MOFs. This
suggests that materials with higher Ga content favour the adoption
of a NP structure when empty, but the higher temperatures used in
the initial calcination are more likely to force more crystallites to
adopt an OP structure.
DFT calculations on calcined MIL-53 materials predict that
the NP form is favoured across the compositional range,
although the relative energy difference is lower with increasing
Al content, perhaps suggesting why higher levels of the OP form
are seen for mixed-metal materials with high Al content upon
calcination and dehydration. However, it should be noted that the
results are significantly affected by the inclusion of a dispersion
correction scheme in the calculations (with the OP more stable if
this is not included). While it is clear such a scheme is required
to take into account the van der Waals interactions not modeled
in DFT, this significant change does highlight the importance
of including accurate dispersion corrections, and the possible
changes (in the absolute energies and resulting structures) that
could be observed for any significant under or overestimation
within the chosen computational methodology. Calculations also
showed that spatial arrangements of Al and Ga in mixed-metal
MIL-53 lead to different energies for OP and NP material, and
different relative energy differences between them. While this will
undoubtedly affect the propensity of a material to adopt an OP or
NP framework on calcination or dehydration, it is difficult to
compare the values obtained directly to experimental observations,
as the cation distribution seen should reflect the energies of the
as-made forms of the MOFs produced in the initial synthesis.
Although a challenging system to study, we have shown that
the sensitivity of NMR spectroscopy to changes in pore size and
shape and to compositional variation suggests that this will be
a useful tool for the characterisation of structure and disorder
in mixed-metal MOFs, particularly when combined with PXRD
and DFT calculations in the NMR crystallographic approach
employed here. Detailed characterisation of local and long-
range structure, and an understanding of the effect this has on
properties, will be crucial for the future design of functional
MOFs and their industrial application.
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